Introduction

Academics, professionals, and healthcare practitioners have been concerned about improving healthcare quality [1]. Hospital pharmacy is an integral part of the health service system in hospitals that are oriented toward patient care. As a result, its efficiency is inextricably related to patient satisfaction and, more importantly, the hospital’s overall credibility [2]. All pharmaceutical activities are shown to provide direct services to patients for inpatients, outpatients, and all hospital units. The purpose of pharmaceutical service activities is closely related to identifying, preventing, and resolving drug-related problems [3]. The expansion of the paradigm change, from product-oriented (drug-oriented) to patient-oriented, must be done to answer the demands of patients and society for improving the quality of pharmaceutical services [4].

One of the quality indicators of pharmaceutical services regulated in the Hospital Minimum Service Standards is the waiting time for non-concoction and concoction drugs. The waiting time for drug service is the time required from the time of the patient submitting the prescription to the patient receiving the drug. The annual report data for pharmacy division in 2018–2019 showed that there was about 40% of non-BPJS Health patient prescriptions which have not reached the standard requirement of waiting time, while for BPJS Health patient, there was more than 90% of the prescriptions which have not achieved the set standard of waiting time. Based on these data, there is an urgency to improve the minimum service standards for prescription services for BPJS Health patients, as it is still very far from achieving the minimum standard requirement.

Long queues at hospital pharmacy installation services for BPJS Health patients are common in various hospitals in Indonesia, especially in Java Island. The
study site, Grha Permata Ibu (GPI) Hospital, is one of the private hospitals in Indonesia which is trying to improve the quality of services, with the main focus for being patient-oriented hospital, because the average number of outpatient visits reaches 19,000–20,000/month. GPI Hospital is also the second largest patient visits of Health Social Security Agency (BPJS Health), a public legal body in Indonesia to provide universal health care to its citizens, with an average of BPJS Health outpatient visit of 11,000–12,000 visits/month, or 400–600 visits/day. Consequently, it has an impact on the high number of prescription services. Besides, there is an urgency from the board of directors and management of GPI Hospital to make immediate improvements in terms of reducing waiting time in pharmacy installations in order to meet the quality indicators of pharmaceutical services. Previous research looks at the quality of healthcare services and related topics of patient dissatisfaction with the long waiting time [5], [6], [7]. The long waiting time causes patients with weak physical conditions to often complain of fatigue, boredom, discomfort, and stress. This creates a negative perception of the quality of hospital services so that patient satisfaction and trust decreases [8]. In short, reducing the waiting time will increase the patients' satisfaction as the main goal on quality indicators.

Waiting is a type of critical waste that must be eliminated to increase product value and increase customer value. Waste elimination using a lean approach can be used to improve the prescription service process at the Hospital Pharmacy Installation. One of the most widely applied lean kaizen methods is the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle [9]. The PDCA cycle is characterized by a continuous improvement approach as a logical program that enables increased of activity [10]. Several previous lean method studies related to the analysis of waiting time in pharmacy services have been carried out. However, most of the outputs only proposing some improvement based on the findings of value added activities, non-value added activities, types of waste, and the root of causes [11], [12], [13], [14]. Therefore, there was a little real improvement to the service process at hospital. In contrast to other studies, researchers intervened the prescription service process by applying lean tools with the aim of achieving continuous improvement. This is a novel approach and has never been applied in a similar study to improving healthcare management quality and outpatient pharmacy performance. The study aims to implement lean kaizen through PDCA approach to reduce the waiting time of the current state and future state for BPJS Health prescription services at GPI Hospital Pharmacy Installation.

Methods

This research is operational research with qualitative and quantitative approaches with the application of lean kaizen. Operational research focuses on various problems in activity and problem-solving techniques [15]. It is not only limited to analyze the problems found. Instead, the improvements and problem-solving were made in a real way. This research was conducted in October-December 2020 at the Outpatient Pharmacy Installation of GPI Hospital. Data were collected by direct observation using the time and motion study technique by following the movement of the prescription directly from the entry prescription until the drug was handed over to the patient and in-depth interviews with the relevant informants.

The population in this study were all BPJS Health outpatient prescriptions during 2020. The sample of the study was BPJS Health prescriptions at the Outpatient Pharmacy Installation on Monday-Friday from October to December 2020. The inclusion criteria were BPJS Health patient prescriptions and non-concoctions at the Outpatient Pharmacy Installation in October-December 2020. The exclusion criteria were non-BPJS Health patient prescriptions, inpatient prescriptions, and Emergency Unit patient prescriptions. The number of samples was 30 prescriptions consisting of concoction and non-concoction prescriptions and seven informants for in-depth interviews. The minimum number of samples that must be taken by researchers is as many as 30 prescription samples [16]. The sample size for a viable study in the study is between 30 and 500 [17]. To select and determine the informants, the researchers used a purposive sampling method [18]. Samples were observed and followed directly from the beginning to the end of the process. Data were collected by direct observation using the time and motion study technique by following the movement of the prescription directly from the entry prescription until the drug was handed over to the patient and in-depth interviews with the relevant informants with due observance of the health protocol.

The data were analyzed and classified based on the type of waste, confirmed by data from in-depth interviews. The researcher implemented lean kaizen with four stages of the PDCA cycle:

**Plan**

In this stage, there is a priority problem improvement and determination of quality improvement. The present process situation was defined based on consistent data. The cause of the problem and the proposed solution was determined. The calculation of lead time (LT), total value-added time (VAT) and total non-VAT (NVAT) were obtained from the value stream map process in the present and future conditions. Data processing was carried out by Microsoft Excel, and qualitative data were collected from selected informants and narrated descriptively. Then, we looked for the root of the research problem using a 5 whys approach.
Do

This stage is intended to implement a plan of action by selecting and documenting all information including unexpected events, lessons learned, and knowledge gained. In this study, the recommendations were submitted to the board of directors through several meetings, and then the implementation of improvements was carried out according to the recommendations.

Check

The results of the actions applied in the previous step were analyzed. The results before and after intervention were also compared to see if there was an improvement.

Act

This stage is the last cycle of PDCA which consists of development methods aimed at standardizing improvements.

Ethics is carried out by asking the respondent for informed consent before conducting direct observation and in-depth interviews. Participation is voluntary for the entire series of studies. All the collected information and the data obtained were guaranteed confidentiality. After obtaining research permission from the hospital and a letter of ethical review approval from the IRB at Universitas Indonesia, this research was conducted with the ethical review number: 652/UN2.F10.D11/PPM.00.02/2020.

Results

Plan

The present state VSM for non-concoction prescription service process, starting from the prescription screening (i.e., time the patient submits the prescription) until the patient receives the drug. The prescription screening took an average of 71.90 min (range 45.55–115.08 min), with VAT of 1.68 min (2%) and NVAT of 70.22 min (98%). The next stage is drug preparation (i.e., the time from the prescription being screened to the completion of the drug preparation), which took an average of 44.20 min (range 28.06–51.43 min), with VAT of 3.92 min (9%) and NVAT of 40.27 min (91%). The last process is drug dispensing (i.e., the average time needed from the completion of drug preparation until the patient receives the drug), which took an average of 19.23 min (range 6.37–32.86 min), with VAT of 1.09 min (6%), and NVAT of 18.13 min (94%). The average LT of non-concoction prescription service was 135.31 min with a total VAT of 6.69 min (5%) and a total NVAT of 128.62 min (95%).

The process of the present state VSM for concoction prescriptions is not so different from non-concoction prescriptions. The different is only on the preparation of drugs and the process of compounding drugs. VSM of concoction prescriptions took an average of 91.86 min (range 82.43–102.93 min) with VAT of 1.95 min (2%) and NVAT of 89.91 min (98%). The drug preparation took an average of 75.45 min (range 71.4–81.31 min), with VAT of 21.3 min (28%) and NVAT of 54.15 min (72%). The drug dispensing took an average of 17.86 min (range 8.75–26.86 min) with VAT of 1.13 min (6%) and NVAT of 16.73 min (94%). The average LT of non-concoction prescription service was 185.17 min with a total VAT of 24.38 min (13.17%) and a total NVAT of 160.79 min (86.83%).

Besides calculating time, non-value added activities (waste) were recorded and is followed by determining the type of waste. It was found that 12 non-value added activities obtained 53.3% of activities were waste of waiting with a total NVAT of 129 min, 40% of activities were waste of overprocessing with a total NVAT of 75 min, and 6.7% of the activities were waste of motion with a total NVAT of 0.27 min (Table 1).

A spaghetti diagram in Figure 1 showed an illustration to identify the movement or motion. Most movements are in the drug preparation process, where the placement of generic drugs is in the hallway, while the placement of patent drugs is in the back area. Hence, when the officer looking for drugs in the generic medicine cabinet did not find it, the officer would go back to the patent medicine cabinet. Still, if it was not found in the patent medicine cabinet, the officer would return to the generic medicine cabinet hallway search again. Likewise, if the officer forgets the drug in question is included in the generic or patent category, it relies heavily on the memory of the officer. In addition, during the drug dispensing process, if there was a drug debt on the previous visit caused by a lack of medication in the pharmacy, when the drug was available, the officer had to turn around and go back to take the drug, then hand it over to the patient.

Figure 1: Spaghetti diagram
- The movement of prescription screening
- The movement of drug preparation
- The movement of drug dispensing
The results of in-depth interviews with informants regarding confirm the root of the problem "why the waiting time at the pharmacy service is quite long" because of wrong behavior and mind set of officers (not lean), lack of human resources, lack of support from IT, complete stamp requirements on prescriptions from the finance department, and poor layout of outpatient pharmacies (Supplementary Table 1). The following are snippet of interviews to corroborate the results of the root causes.

**Table 1: Types of waste from activity and NVAT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of waste</th>
<th>Activity (%)</th>
<th>NVAT (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waiting</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>82.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overprocessing</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The problem is because of the accumulation of prescriptions, doctors practice at the same time, so the prescriptions come piling up immediately. (Informant 1).

Human resources are lacking, input job is done by only one person, there is even one person doing two job desks, so for example, etiquette also mixes, the availability of many drugs is empty, so it takes time to make more debt receipts, copy the current recipe manually, the layout is not good, back and forth, turning and far. (Informant 2).

There are hours where doctors practice at the same time, while human resources are lacking, there are lots of prescriptions so the input is long, now the new system prescriptions copies are manual, also the rooms are far apart, the medicine is not properly placed so you have to go back and forth, the room is cramped. (Informant 3).

The prescription is not immediately received by the officer, in my opinion that is also a problem, the drug prescription is stacked first and then turned over and then inputted. (Informant 4).

As for the problems themselves, firstly because of the lack of human resources, the layout is back and forth, here pharmaceutical assistant is still doing some work, so it's still mobile, the system isn't right, it likes errors, it's still in the manual, including manual prescription copies. (Informant 5).

The obstacles are because of the lack of human resources, the long journey back and forth, the doctor's schedule at the same hour, the system sometimes has errors, sometimes it is slow, sometimes it can't, sometimes the doctor's writing is not clear. (Informant 6).

The constraints of the lack of human resources, the computer facilities and infrastructure have not been fulfilled, the layout has been back and forth, the front has not met the back, it hasn't been pasted the wrong way. (Informant 7).

**Do**

After finding the root of the problem, the researcher proceed with an action plan to reduce waiting time by eliminating non-value added activities using the lean kaizen method. The researcher first discussed with the head and staff of the pharmacy installation regarding the type of waste found at the plan stage, the root of the problem, and the suggestion plan for improvement. It was agreed that two scenarios were applied for improvement:

Scenario-1: There was no change in the flow of prescription process, but changing the habit of the staff by carrying out each process immediately without stacking the prescription.

Scenario-2: The location of prescription screening process was divided into: pharmacy 1 (screening of private-insurance patient prescriptions) and pharmacy 2 (screening BPJS Health patients) according to the layout redesign plan.

The prescription stamps were also eliminated after obtaining approval from finance. Finally, the researcher simulated the layout changes.

**Check**

At this stage, the results before and after intervention were also compared to see if there was an improvement.

Table 2 shows that there was a decrease in the total time of non-value added activities both in non-concoction and concoction prescriptions. At the
beginning of the current state, it was found that the average LT or time needed to complete the entire process for every one prescription (prescription screening-drug preparation-drug dispensing) is 135.31 min. After waste elimination is done, the future state condition scenario-1 LT drops to 9.11 min and scenario-2 LT drops to 7.49. The decrease occurred mainly in the NVAT, that is, the condition in the current state, the total NVAT was 128.62 min. It decreased to 5.65 min in scenario-1 to 3.75 min in scenario-2.

The same thing was also found in the concoction prescription, which also saw a decrease in the total activity time and the total NVAT where at the beginning of the current state condition, it was found that the average LT or time needed to complete the entire process for every one prescription (prescription screening-drug preparation-drug dispensing) is 185.17 min. After waste elimination is done, the future state condition scenario-1 LT drops to 31.09 min and Scenario-2 LT drops to 29.15. The decline occurred mainly in the NVAT, i.e. the condition in the current state, the total NVAT was 160.79 min, then decreased to 5.02 min in Scenario-1 and became 3.49 min in Scenaio-2.

The research results found 12 non-value added activities in samples of non-concoction and concoction prescriptions. Of the 12 non-value added activities, 53.3% of wastes were waiting, 40% were overprocessing, and 6.7% were motion. Meanwhile, if calculated from the non-value added time, 82.2% of wastes were waiting, 17.6% were overprocessing, and 0.2% were motion.

**Act**

With the two scenarios above the goal is achieved, so that the mixed two processes need to be maintained. The location of prescription screening process can be divided into two places: pharmacy 1 (for screening private patient prescriptions) and pharmacy 2 (for screening prescriptions for BPJS Health patients), intense supervision must be carried out if necessary; one special supervisor from external pharmacy is given for the 1st floor area including pharmacy. Layout changes still have to be processed so that there is no more waste of motion and IT support and even e-prescribing should be designed by the hospital.

**Discussion**

Hospitals all around the world have tried to use the lean management approach to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of their operations. Since the launch of the Indonesian National Health Insurance system on January 1, 2014, the implementation of lean management has increased in Indonesia. According to the Indonesian Ministry of Health Regulation number: 129/Menkes/SK/II/2008 concerning Minimum Service Standards in Outpatient Installation states that the standard waiting time for drug service is ≤60 min for concoctions and ≤30 min for non-concoctions [19]. Minister of Health Regulation Number 11 of 2016 concerning the Implementation of Executive Outpatient Services in Hospitals also states that Hospitals providing Outpatient Services must maintain service quality through monitoring, evaluation, and improvement, which prioritizes: waiting time for outpatient services, patient satisfaction level, and the number of visits per month. Prolonged waiting time in the outpatient service has an impact on the long queues, thus causing inefficient services.

Based on the study results, the lack of optimal pharmacy services for BPJS Health users is caused by waiting (53.3%), overprocessing (40%), and motion (6.7%). Waiting is common and ranks first among other types of process wastes. Processes are ineffective and time is wasted when one process waits to begin while another finishes. According to the previous research, as much as 99% of the product/service time is spent waiting [20]. Waste of overprocessing ranks second in this study. Overprocessing waste is adding unnecessary work and is caused by workers who have unclear standards and specifications. Many operators/workers try to do the best work possible and do not always realize what is right. It adds value to their product or service. Overprocessing impacts on costs incurred; worker time is wasted, materials make equipment more easily damaged [20].

The two wastes are highly correlated with the staff’s way of thinking that is not lean, that is, by stacking all processes with thoughts in a stacking way, make it easier for officers, so they don’t have to go back and forth. Still, on the contrary, it makes the flow of each process not smooth, the finished prescription has to wait until other prescriptions are completed, apart from which some consumers or patients are at a disadvantage because they have to spend a lot of time waiting so long to get the medicine. Besides, a waste of motion of 6.7% of the total waste was also found. Waste of motion, that is, movement that is unnecessary and is a resource that is wasted when workers have to bend over, walk to reach distances in doing their work so that workplace ergonomic assessments must be carried out to design a more efficient environment [20]. Even though the waste of motion seems low (only 6.7% of the total waste), this causes the unsmooth flow of the process. It makes officers tired in carrying out each process so that officers deliberately pile up all processes to avoid back and forth activities.

In line with the perception of BPJS Health users, it is stated from the five why’s method that waiting time in pharmaceutical services is caused by the behavior and thinking of officers who are not lean. The poor layout, lacking of human resources, and unsupported...
Employee behavior is an important but often overlooked aspect of lean implementation by drawing on the organizational behavior and job psychology literature. Employees are encouraged to follow the lean system, which focuses on employee attitudes and responsibilities to make improvement [25]. Employees in management must be empowered to participate in waste elimination and constructive aspects of development by quality improvement activities (problem solving, target setting, decision-making).

The first step in lean thinking is understanding what value and activities to undertake and what resources needed to create that value. Once this is understood, then other activities that do not create that value are waste. Because, in essence, there are no workers who want what they do as waste. To develop a breakthrough with lean thinking, the first step is to learn to see waste. If an activity does not directly add value, it is called waste [26]. It is important that employee morale is critical to effective implementation. Employees must be inspired enough to interact proactively in their work environment and continually search for ways to change so that mistakes are eliminated and waste is avoided to ensure the smooth running of the production line. Workers who are motivated and adaptable are key ingredients in a lean production setting, and they have been described as one of the main drivers behind lean implementation success [27].

It is self-evident that employee morale is critical to effective implementation. Employees must be inspired enough to interact proactively in their work environment and continually search for ways to change so that mistakes are eliminated and waste is avoided in order for the production line to run smoothly. Workers who are motivated and adaptable are key ingredients in a lean production setting, and they have been described as one of the main drivers behind Wiremold's lean implementation success [27].

The lean kaizen approach with PDCA is very appropriate to improve the problems obtained from the results of this study, kaizen, which means a continuous improvement that involves everyone, both top management, managers, and employees [28]. A previous research that used lean tools to reduce waiting times showed that a lean strategy results in a reduction in the time required to complete activities and the elimination of waste [29]. A recent study about the efficiency of waiting time in outpatient pharmacy at a large public regional hospital also showed that lean manufacturing principles might be employed as an efficiency indicator for healthcare services quality. The findings will assist pharmacy managers in determining the causes of inefficiencies between departments and making necessary corrections to resolve the issues [14]. The essence of kaizen's strategy is to recognize that management must strive to satisfy customers and meet customer needs. As a permanent approach, kaizen is described as a complete PDCA loop and demands that group members not only identify problems but also identify causes, analyze them, implement and test new actions, and create a new standard procedure [30].

It is proven that after the PDCA approach is carried out, the future state conditions show a significant improvement. There is a decrease in the percentage of total NVAT or waste during the BPJS Health outpatient prescription service process both in the concoction and non-concoction prescriptions in Scenario-1 and Scenario-2. The lean theory, the focus of lean intervention is eliminating non-value added activities, where in this research it is eliminating waiting, stacking, leaving prescriptions not being processed, delaying prescription processing, so that only activities that provide added value are left [31]. However, this reduction has not been maximized because there is still one waste that has not been removed, that is, the waste of motion. The previous research showed that the root cause of waste of motion is the manual system (hospital information system yet does not exist), and the separate spaces between rooms. Adding visual management and rearranging the room's layout are two suggestions for improvements to eliminate waste of motion optimally [32]. The PDCA approach is a continuous cycle, so that supervision must be carried out continuously [33]. The 4th stage, that is, ACT has been carried out and implemented, and it is followed by stage-1 PLAN to continue to achieve improvements and so on until a good and smooth pattern is found. Nevertheless, the study highlights several limitations: The data collection process after intervention was supervised by the researchers, Deputy Director of Medical Services, and Head of Pharmacy Installation, while the daily process was not supervised. There is a concern that the officers will return to their previous behavior habits. The waste of motion has not been...
intervened, because for redesigning layout, it needs hospital board approval, budget, and time. Furthermore, the implementation of PDCA was only in a preliminary process, and has not yet been standardized.

Conclusion

The lean kaizen through PDCA approach, applied to BPJS Health prescription services at pharmacy installations, significantly reduces patient waiting time, so that standard indicators of the quality of waiting time for outpatient prescription services can be achieved. However, these results have not been maximized because there is still waste of motion that makes human resources/officers produce wastes of waiting and overprocessing. Therefore, the main plan of action is to impose a lean, customer-oriented mindset on officers. In addition, it is necessary to prioritize long-term improvements for outpatient prescription services, such as changes in service layout, continuous monitoring, and IT-based pharmacy through e-prescribing.
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### Supplementary Table

#### Supplementary Table 1: Root cause analysis uses the 5 why’s method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5 WHY’s</th>
<th>Why 1</th>
<th>Why 2</th>
<th>Why 3</th>
<th>Why 4</th>
<th>Why 5</th>
<th>Root of the problem</th>
<th>Action plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|         | Prescriptions go at the same time, the doctor’s practice hours coincide | Officers think that stacking (working on a large number of prescriptions) will save more time | The officer thinks that if it is done one by one, the officer must go back and forth and become ineffective and inefficient. Officers were reluctant to go back and forth because the locations of each station were far apart | The behavior and mindset of officers is wrong and the layout is not good | The behavior and mindset of officers is wrong and the layout is not good | • Approaching officers to change their waste behavior and replace it with lean thinking. Stacking prescriptions and working in large quantities is waste, the officer must change it by not piling up prescriptions, every time a prescription is done, works quickly and is oriented toward customer satisfaction, not self-oriented  
• Change of layout  
• Setting work shifts by adding a middle shift during peak hours  
• Approaching officers to change their waste behavior and replace it with lean thinking. Stacking prescriptions and working in large quantities is waste, the officer must change it by not piling up prescriptions, every time a prescription is done, works quickly and is oriented toward customer satisfaction, not self-oriented  
• Change of layout  
• Setting work shifts by adding a middle shift during peak hours  
• Approaching officers to change their waste behavior and replace it with lean thinking. Stacking prescriptions and working in large quantities is waste, the officer must change it by not piling up prescriptions, every time a prescription is done, works quickly and is oriented toward customer satisfaction, not self-oriented  
• Change of layout  
• Setting work shifts by adding a middle shift during peak hours | • Approaching officers to change their waste behavior and replace it with lean thinking. Stacking prescriptions and working in large quantities is waste, the officer must change it by not piling up prescriptions, every time a prescription is done, works quickly and is oriented toward customer satisfaction, not self-oriented  
• Change of layout  
• Setting work shifts by adding a middle shift during peak hours  
• Approaching officers to change their waste behavior and replace it with lean thinking. Stacking prescriptions and working in large quantities is waste, the officer must change it by not piling up prescriptions, every time a prescription is done, works quickly and is oriented toward customer satisfaction, not self-oriented  
• Change of layout  
• Setting work shifts by adding a middle shift during peak hours |
| Outpatient pharmacy quality indicators have not been achieved (BPJS prescription service time standards have not reached the specified minimum standards; non-concoction prescriptions≤30 min, concoctions≤60 min | Mobile TTK officer/ double job | The number of TTK officers is limited | Lack of TTK power | Lack of power | Mobile TTK officer/ double job | • Approaching officers to change their waste behavior and replace it with lean thinking. Stacking prescriptions and working in large quantities is waste, the officer must change it by not piling up prescriptions, every time a prescription is done, works quickly and is oriented toward customer satisfaction, not self-oriented  
• Change of layout  
• Setting work shifts by adding a middle shift during peak hours  
• Approaching officers to change their waste behavior and replace it with lean thinking. Stacking prescriptions and working in large quantities is waste, the officer must change it by not piling up prescriptions, every time a prescription is done, works quickly and is oriented toward customer satisfaction, not self-oriented  
• Change of layout  
• Setting work shifts by adding a middle shift during peak hours  
• Approaching officers to change their waste behavior and replace it with lean thinking. Stacking prescriptions and working in large quantities is waste, the officer must change it by not piling up prescriptions, every time a prescription is done, works quickly and is oriented toward customer satisfaction, not self-oriented  
• Change of layout  
• Setting work shifts by adding a middle shift during peak hours |
| Part of the process is done manually (giving the prescription serial number, stamping paid off, copy of the prescription) | Computerized error, slow IT response | IT systems often crash | IT has other priorities that must also be addressed immediately | IT has not fully supported outpatient prescription services | IT has not fully supported outpatient prescription services | Encourage IT to provide a good support system for outpatient prescription services |
| New SIMRS problems | The copy of the prescription is not yet in the new SIMRS | SIMRS has just undergone a transition from old SIMRS to new SIMRS | The new SIMRS does not yet support | The new SIMRS does not yet support | The new SIMRS does not yet support | Encourage IT to provide a good support system for outpatient prescription services |
| The cashier must have proof of a paid stamp | To make it easier at the checkout, so that the cashier does not withdraw payments. Prescription screening in front, drug preparation behind, placement of generic and patent drugs apart, and drug delivery area back to front | Drug placement and the location of each post are far apart | Lay out of the room is not suitable and slows down movement | Lay out is bad | Lay out is bad | Encourage IT to provide a good support system for outpatient prescription services |
| Officer too much movement | To prepare medicine and relay for each process | Drug placement and the location of each post are far apart | Lay out of the room is not suitable and slows down movement | Lay out is bad | Lay out is bad | Encourage IT to provide a good support system for outpatient prescription services |

**Note:** The table includes root causes of problems in outpatient pharmacy quality indicators and action plans to address these issues. The causes are analyzed using the 5 why’s method.